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J・G・フレーザーのimmortality概念について : 『
金枝篇』における霊魂解釈から

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































【Frazer, 1913 : 222】
ラオスの原住民は､体は30の精霊の座であり､それは手､足､口､目な
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J. G. Frazer.s Concept of JmmortaHty
Risa AIZAWA
This paper intends to explain the concept of jmmorlalJ'ly as it appears in
J. G. FrazerTs The Golden Bough. This concept, which is deeply related to
the main topic of this book, can be better understood in relation to the
idea of soul. Frazer interprets soul as a 'Tmanikin", a vital prlnCiple which
reveals itself in different forms. According to Frazer, Soul is understood
basically in four ways: (1) as the soul■s owner■s selトconsci｡usness itself,
(2) as a vehicle which transmits this consciousness, (3) as a vehicle for its
owner.s attributes, (4) and as the vital principle itself.
Within the concept of L'mmorlalJ'ly, We can also find the ideas of
immortality of the soul and immortality of the body. The former can be
divided among four categories, and the latter among two, this division
being based on the different ways body and soul relate to each other.
Within the four categories round among the concept or immortality
or the soul, this latter is interpreted as a vehicle for its owner-s selト
Consciousness or as a vehicle through which its owner■s attributes reveal
itself. In short, immortality of the soul means survival of its owner■s
personality. Within the two categories among which we can divide the
concept of immortality of the body, soul can be interpreted either asvital
places of the body, or as a vital prlnClple existent outside the body･
Frazer interpret as soul everything which exist as vital prlnClple,
therefore soul is playlng the leading role in both immortalityof soul and
body. We can and, however, Soul is understood not only vital prlnClple,
but in many ways.
The concepts of soul and body, as well as the relation between them still
calls for further research.
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